The possibility of quantum interference of a composite object with many internal degrees of freedom is studied from the point of view of the object itself. The internal degrees play a role of an internal environment. In particular, if the internal degrees have a capacity for an irreversible record of which-path information, then the internal-environment induced decoherence prevents external experimentalists from observing interference. Interference can be observed only if the interfering object is sufficiently isolated from the external environment, so that the object cannot record which-path information. Extrapolation to a hypothetical interference experiment with a conscious object implies that being a Schrödinger cat would be like being an ordinary cat living in a box without any information about the world external to the box.
Introduction
Current technology enables quantum interference experiments with large molecules containing several hundreds of atoms [1] (see also [2, 3] ). A near-future technology might enable a quantum interference experiment with viruses [4] . As the fundamental laws of quantum mechanics do not seem to set any boundary on the size or complexity of objects amenable to interference experiments, the existing rise of technological advance rises hope that perhaps one day a sufficiently advanced technology will allow a quantum interference experiment similar to the original Schrödinger-cat thought experiment [5] , with a conscious object such as a cat or a human. Even though we are still very far from such a technology, the mere idea that such an experiment might be possible in principle rises a provocative question, of interest to a community much wider than that of quantum physicists. During an interference experiment with a conscious object, what would be experienced by the conscious object herself? Or more operationally, if, after the interference experiment, we would ask her to report on her experiences during the interference, what would she tell us?
With a motivation to answer that question by using only well-established noncontroversial aspects of quantum mechanics, it is useful to reduce the question to a form that does not require any reference to consciousness. Hence, instead of studying a conscious object that can report on her experiences during the interference, we study objects possessing classical information irreversibly recorded so that it can be read after the interference experiment. For example, the interfering object equipped with an irreversible recorder might be a nanorobot many orders of magnitude smaller and simpler than a living cat, which would be much more amenable to a real quantum interference experiment. If we could perform an interference experiment with such an object, what information would be read from its irreversible recorder?
When the question is formulated in this form, the answer is not difficult to guess. According to the complementarity principle, the irreversibly recorded information should not discern any information that would be complementary to the wave properties seen in the measured interference. For example, if the measured interference can be explained by a coherent wave which travels along two paths at once, then the irreversibly recorded information should not discern any which-way information that could tell us the actual path that the object took. Indeed, in this paper we show that this guess is correct, and explain in detail why exactly this is so.
For that purpose, we study generic properties of a many-particle quantum state describing a composite object made of a large number of particles. After describing general kinematics and dynamics of such objects in Sec. 2, we present a detailed study of their interference properties in a two-path experiment, first in terms of wave functions in Sec. 3, and then in terms of density matrices in Sec. 4. A qualitative discussion of these results is presented in Sec. 5, where we make an extrapolation to a hypothetical interference experiment with a conscious being.
Composite object with many degrees of freedom
Consider a composite object made of a large number N of particles, with masses m 1 , . . . , m N and particle positions x 1 , . . . , x N , the dynamics of which is described by a Hamiltonian
We assume that the object is compact, so that the space position of the object as a whole can be well described by the position of its center of mass
The N particle positions can be expressed as positions relative to the center of mass
If the center of mass X is taken to be one of the new canonical coordinates, then other new independent canonical coordinates can be taken to be N − 1 relative positions q a , say q 2 , . . . , q N . For that purpose, it is convenient (but not necessary) to choose x 1 to be a "central" particle, i.e. a particle the classical position of which does not much differ from the center of mass X. In this way the new N canonical coordinates can be chosen to be
and the Hamiltonian takes a form H(X, q, P, p q ). (Another convenient choice of coordinates for the N-particle problem are the Jacobi coordinates [6] .) Since X represents the position of the compact object as a whole, the many-component variable q can be thought of as representing the internal degrees of freedom of the composite object. The analysis above can be applied to both classical and quantum mechanics. Since we are interested in the quantum case, the time evolution of the composite system is described by the Schrödinger equation
The dynamics above is too general for making useful predictions. To further constrain the dynamics, we assume that the total Hamiltonian has the form
where the first term H 0 describes dynamics of the object as a whole, while the second term H q describes dynamics of the internal degrees of freedom. The Hamiltonian (6) corresponds to the assumption that there is no direct interaction between X and q. Many actual systems satisfy this assumption as a very good approximation. Eq. (6) implies that the state Ψ(X, q, t) satisfying (5) can be prepared in a product state of the form Ψ(X, q, t) = ψ(X, t)Φ(q, t).
Since Φ(q, t) describes a large number of degrees of freedom, we consider a configuration in which the state Φ(q, t) possesses some classical macroscopic properties. In particular, we assume that it encodes some classical information, the evolution of which may be considered irreversible at the macroscopic level.
Furthermore, even though (6) does not contain a direct interaction between Xdegrees and q-degrees, it does not necessarily mean that ψ(X, t) and Φ(q, t) in (7) are uncorrelated. We assume that the composite object interacts with an external environment, on which both ψ(X, t) and Φ(q, t) may depend. Hence, the correlation between ψ(X, t) and Φ(q, t) may be established by the interaction with the common external environment. In particular, one possibility is that the interaction with the external environment is such that the internal q-degrees are able to perform a classical irreversible record of some properties of the external environment, which means that the q-degrees may encode a classical which-path information. For simplicity, the external environment is treated as a fixed non-dynamical entity, so that its influence can be described by the potential V (x 1 , . . . , x N ) in (1) .
The classical irreversible behavior of the large number of quantum q-degrees makes them very similar to an external quantum environment widely discussed in the context of quantum decoherence [7, 8] . The only difference is that the q-degrees are a part of the compact composite object itself. Therefore it is useful to think of the q-degrees as a sort of internal environment associated with the object.
3 Two-path experiment and interference It this section we consider an external-environment configuration in which the composite object may travel along two alternative paths, referred to as path A and path B.
Consider first a configuration in which the path B is blocked, so that the composite object may travel only along the path A. In this case the state (7) is a product state of the form
The corresponding probability density is
If the position X of the compact object as a whole is measured at time t after a travel along the path A, then the probability of a given value of X is obtained by averaging over all possible values of q
where
Alternatively, if the path A is blocked so that the composite object may travel only along the path B, then instead of (8) we have
which leads to
The most interesting situation, of course, is when neither of the paths is blocked, so that the object may travel along any of the paths. In this case we have a superposition
so the probability density is ρ(X, q, t) = Ψ * (X, q, t)Ψ(X, q, t)
If only the position X of the compact object as a whole is measured, then averaging over q gives ρ(X, t) = dq ρ(X, q, t)
The crucial term in both (16) and (17) is the interference term proportional to Re Ψ * A (X, q, t)Ψ B (X, q, t). To understand the meaning of this term we study two different cases.
The first case is
In this case Φ A (q, t) and Φ B (q, t) encode the same classical information, which means that the internal degrees cannot distinguish a travel along path A from a travel along path B. In practice this means that the internal degrees must be isolated from the influence of the external environment, which is actually very difficult to achieve in practice when the number of internal degrees of freedom is large. Nevertheless, the known fundamental laws of physics do not seem to forbid it in principle, so achieving (18) seems to be a matter of technology. So if, with a sufficiently advanced technology, we can satisfy the condition (18), then (16) and (17) reduce to
respectively, wherẽ
The second term in (21) is the X-position interference term, so both (19) and (20) show that the measurement of position X of the composite object as a whole leads to a characteristic quantum interference pattern. The second case is when Φ A (q, t) is macroscopically distinct from Φ B (q, t). This means not only that Φ A (q, t) = Φ B (q, t), but also that the corresponding probability densities
have a negligible overlap, i.e. that
for almost all values of q (except perhaps at a set of measure zero). In terms of wave functions, the requirement (23) can also be written as
This case is interesting because when Φ A (q, t) and Φ B (q, t) are macroscopically distinct, then they may encode different classical information. In particular, they may record classical information about two different paths along which the composite object may travel. When the number of q-degrees of freedom is large, then such a situation is not difficult to achieve in practice; indeed, this is what happens in almost all cases of real experiments. When the condition (24) is satisfied, then the interference term in (16) and (17) is negligible, so (16) and (17) reduce to
Both (25) and (26) show the absence of interference. Hence, when the classical whichpath information is encoded in the internal degrees of freedom of the composite object, then the measurement of position X of the composite object as a whole cannot reveal quantum interference.
Density matrix and decoherence
The results of Sec. 3 can also be rewritten in the language of density matrices, which is particularly useful if we want to interpret the results in terms of coherence and decoherence [7, 8, 9] . For notational simplicity we suppress the dependence on time, so that (15) can be written as
The corresponding density matrix is
This density matrix can be viewed as a state describing two subsystems, where one subsystem is microscopic and corresponds to the variable X, while the other subsystem is macroscopic and corresponds to the internal-environment variable q. We are interested in the reduced density matrixρ of the microscopic subsystem, obtained as a partial trace of ρ over the internal environment degrees
For example, we have
which implies
In this way (30) with (29) gives
This expression can be further simplified by using the representation
which leads toρ
This compact expression is very convenient to distinguish the two cases considered in Sec. 3. In the first case, (18) implies Φ A |Φ B = Φ B |Φ A = 1, so (35) can be written as
Hence, when the internal environment cannot distinguish the two paths, then the density matrix (36) contains the non-diagonal terms, which corresponds to the coherent superposition (37) responsible for the fact that interference can be seen in the microscopic subsystem. In the second case, (24) implies Φ A |Φ B ≃ 0 and Φ B |Φ A ≃ 0, so (35) becomes
Hence, when the internal environment can distinguish the two paths, then the density matrix (38) is diagonal. This corresponds to a classical probability density, i.e. to a situation in which the interference in the microscopic subsystem is absent. Such a disappearance of the non-diagonal terms in the reduced density matrix is known as decoherence [7, 8] . In the literature, decoherence is usually studied as an effect of external environment, while in our case decoherence is caused by internal environment.
Discussion and conclusion
We have studied interference of a composite object with many internal degrees of freedom, so that the internal degrees may carry classical information. In particular, the internal degrees may have a capacity for an irreversible record of which-path information. However, in agreement with well known principles of quantum mechanics (see e.g. [10] ), our analysis shows that it is not possible to have both interference and which-path information. Or more generally, interference is not possible if the state of internal degrees corresponding to the travel along one path is macroscopically distinct from that corresponding to the travel along the other path. To achieve visible interference, it is necessary to isolate the internal degrees from the external environment, so that the internal degrees cannot get classical information about the path of travel. These results can also be extrapolated to a hypothetical interference experiment with a conscious being, such as a cat or a human. Presumably, consciousness requires a possession of classical information in the brain (see also [11] ), so our results on classical information encoded in internal degrees have direct consequences on the state of consciousness. Research in cognitive sciences [12, 13, 14] shows that brain and consciousness cannot work properly without interaction with the environment. Since we want an experiment with a conscious being whose consciousness works properly, we can put the being into a closed box within which all supplies needed for normal conscious life are present. The box is supposed to serve as a shield from the influence of external environment, i.e. environment outside of the box. In this way the whole box, together with the conscious being inside it, is considered to be a composite object that suffers interference. In the interference experiment itself, the external observer measures only the position of the box as a whole.
With such a hypothetical experiment, we can definitely answer the question posed in the title of this paper, namely: "What is it like to be a Schrödinger cat?" The answer is in fact very simple. In order for interference to be seen by the external observer, the box must be almost perfectly isolated from the influence of the external environment, so that the conscious being in the box cannot have any information about the external world. Therefore, even though the wave function of the conscious being would travel along both paths (as would be demonstrated by the measurement of interference), the conscious being would experience nothing unusual because she would not even know that she travels along some of the paths. Hence, being a Schrödinger cat would be like being an ordinary cat living in a box without any information about the world external to the box.
Alternatively, if the box does not provide such an almost perfect isolation from the influence of external environment, then the conscious being may know the path along which she travels, but then interference cannot be observed. This, indeed, is what happens in everyday macroscopic phenomena and experimentally cannot be distinguished from a classical situation in which the being travels only along one of the paths.
